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Chapter 1 : Different Types of Communication
the transmission of messages to large, usually widespread audiences via broadcast means (such as radio and
television), print (such as newspaper, magazines, and books), multimedia (such as dvd, www.) and other forms of media
such as recordings and movies.

This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. Abstract Good communication between nurses and
patients is essential for the successful outcome of individualized nursing care of each patient. To achieve this,
however, nurses must understand and help their patients, demonstrating courtesy, kindness and sincerity. Also
they should devote time to the patient to communicate with the necessary confidentiality, and must not forget
that this communication includes persons who surround the sick person, which is why the language of
communication should be understood by all those involved in it. Good communication also is not only based
on the physical abilities of nurses, but also on education and experience. Its practice requires not only
scientific knowledge, but also interpersonal, intellectual and technical abilities and skills. This means a
composition of knowledge, clinical work and interpersonal communication 1. Communication is a vital
element in Nursing in all areas of activity and in all its interventions such as prevention, treatment, therapy,
rehabilitation, education and health promotion 2. The nursing process moreover as a scientific method of
exercise and implementation of Nursing, is achieved through dialogue, through interpersonal environment and
with specific skills of verbal communication 3. As communication we can define the exchange of information,
thoughts and feelings among people using speech or other means. Therapeutic practice involves the oral
communication of public health officials and nurses on the one hand and the patient or his relatives on the
other. It is a two way process. The patient conveys their fears and concerns to their nurse and helps them make
a correct nursing diagnosis. The nurse takes the information and in turn transmits other information to the
patient with discretion and delicacy as to the nature of the disease and advises with treatment and a
rehabilitation plan for health promotion 4. Effective communication requires an understanding of the patient
and the experiences they express. It requires skills and simultaneously the sincere intention of the nurse to
understand what concerns the patient. It is a reflection of the knowledge of the participants, the way they think
and feel and their capabilities 5. In order for the nurses to be successful in their work they have to study
communication and interpersonal relations in their education with special courses and internships. They need
to learn the various aspects and applications of communication in various fields of nursing 6. In this context it
is understood that emphasis must be placed on the importance of communication between nurse and patient
and nursing education must focus on communication skills of nurses. The entire process occurs in a context
consisting of physical space, cultural and social values and psychological conditions 7. Communication assists
in the performance of accurate, consistent and easy nursing work, ensuring both the satisfaction of the patient
and the protection of the health professional. When health professionals are not trained in communication
skills, they face more difficulties separating work from their personal life, tending to transfer problems from
one side to the other 8. Communication is an intrinsic characteristic of human nature. Communication has
content and value. The contents regards to what was said, whilst the relationship regards as to how it was said.
The nature of the relationship depends on how the two parties understand the communication sequence 9.
Communication is never unidirectional. It is an interaction in which each sender becomes receiver and vice
versa. The failure to recognize the two-way communication capability, quite often leads to negative
conclusions and attitudes Moreover, the message sent is not the same as the message received. The decoding
of the messages is based on individual factors and subjective perceptions. This fact, in conjunction with the
process of feedback makes communication. We interpret something that we heard not according to what the
sender actually said but according to our own code Particular attention should be given by the caregivers to
use technical terms and medical terminology during their contact with the ill, because it is often found that the
patient ascribes different interpretations to what he hears or even more cannot understand what is meant
exactly, mainly by the therapist, thus increasing mental stress, a fact which makes it more difficult to
communicate with the patient Communication happens without words. It is an ongoing process. This
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non-verbal communication is expressed by facial expressions, gestures, posture and physical barriers such as
distance from the interlocutor It is important that there is an agreement between verbal and nonverbal
communication. Particularly under stressful conditions where it is difficult to see the changes in the non-verbal
messages of the patients with whom we mostly communicate Moreover, each patient has his own specific
characteristics that influence not only behavior in the process of communication, but also if and how to
cooperate with nursing services and how they will undertake self-management of health Listening is
important in communication. It is responsible nursing practice and requires concentration of attention and
mobilization of all the senses for the perception of verbal and non-verbal messages emitted by each patient.
Good personal relationships are described as the ability of the nurse to ask questions with kindness and
provide information in a way that does not scare, that demonstrates interest, creates feelings of acceptance,
trust and a harmonious relationship, especially in modern multicultural society The therapeutic relationship is
an important prerequisite to effective communication between health professionals and patients in order not
only to transmit information, but also to effectively address mental processes which are activated by it. The
communication between health professionals and patients include the ability to express sincere concern for the
care of the patient and the patient becomes a partaker of this interest 9. This will happen if the conversation is
held in appropriate conditions. Even though it seems obvious, it should be noted that courtesy and kindness on
part of the nurse is required 4 , A key element is the need for a peaceful environment with no external
distractions, which will ensure appropriate confidentiality of the dialogue. Frequently we see the phenomenon
of serious discussions taking place in the middle of the corridor of the outpatient department or the nursing
department, clinic, or in some office of the hospital, in which third parties unrelated to the care of the
individual patient are coming in and out In such an environment the patients are ashamed to express
themselves freely Unfortunately, the concept of privacy is pretty much unknown to the Greek hospital system.
Skilled nursing operations for the patients are made in chambers without screens or in hallways, in front of
others. Patients and visitors of hospitals move without restriction in all the areas of the nursing and clinical
departments. However, it is up to us to teach our colleagues and especially the new nurses and their patients
setting the right example, in order for things to slowly change for the better Even more than the comfort of
space, communication with the patient requires ample time. Each patient has his own way and pace to reveal
his problem, but it takes some time to get to know the nurses and feel the confidence necessary to face them.
The patient should have the feeling that the time-whether it is five minutes or an hour-is entirely his. The
patient who has the undivided attention of the nurse reveals his problem sooner, with the satisfaction that the
nurse has listened and observed him The language he uses for this purpose is very important. Often the patient
is bombarded with big words with little or no significance for him Once again the nurse may be directed to
the ill in an incomprehensible way. Patients that are ashamed of their ignorance or are hesitant, avoid seeking
an explanation, and as a result the consultation is inadequate and does not lead to the right outcome for the
patient. The language of communication should therefore be at the level of the listener, who is not able to
assess our scientific knowledge, but has to understand what we are telling him Another important requirement
for proper and successful communication between nurses and patients is frankness and honesty. The
discussion with the patient should leave no suspicions, doubts and misunderstandings. Communication as
already stated is bidirectional, but the nurse or other health professional is responsibility for its proper conduct.
Moreover, depending on the psychosynthesis it can be more or less calm. Reactions such as anger, disbelief,
moaning, aggression and denial of reality are known defence mechanisms, which are recruited to help him
adjust to the new situation he is facing 8 , The angry patient usually does not have any previous personal
differences with health professionals, although they are the direct recipients of his anger. The latter should
understand and accept these mechanisms which serve the underlying anxiety of the patient and to respond with
information, awareness and readiness to provide all possible assistance Finally, people differ in their needs for
communication. Some expect or require patient listening, without caring much about the answers. Others want
a specific explanation for everything that happens to them. These different needs should be treated accordingly
by the nurses, who should be able to detect what each patient wants What of course in any case should be
avoided by the caregivers is silence and indifference to the questions of the patient. In the best cases, the
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patient will leave disappointed and in the worst really indignant with nurses 9. It is not only based on an innate
ability that varies from person to person, but also on the necessary training and experience that one acquires
during exercise The need also for education in communication has been recognized worldwide 6. The results
of this will be to demonstrate greater understanding among patients with greater benefit to patients and
personal satisfaction to nurses in the performance of nursing Good communication also improves the quality
of care provided to patients, which is observed in the results. Additionally, it is considered an inalienable right
and a prerequisite for building a genuine and meaningful relationship between patients and nurses and other
health professionals So in order for modern Nursing as a service to humans to realize the project, there is a
need for dialogue and a good interpersonal climate that develops personally with each sick person, especially
in our modern multicultural society. The best expertise training and continuing education of nurses in matters
relating to the proper technique of communication will enable them to respond adequately and humanely to
the expectations of patients. Nursing of man as a unique person Nosileftiki. Exploring contextual factors of the
nurse-patient relationship: Talking with the patient: Medical Time Northwestern Greece. Exploring
communication skills training in undergraduate nurse education by means of a curriculum. Wadsworth Publ
Co; The art of communication. Panagopoulou E, Benos A. Communication in medical education. A matter of
need or an unnecessary luxury? Archives of Hellenic Medicine. Psychological dimension of cancer genetics:
Clinical findings and diagnostic. Stewart Enhancing Psysician-Patient Communication. Some philosophical
reflections on being with patients.
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Communication that occurs simultaneously between 2 people who attempt to mutually influence each other usually for
the purpose of managing relationship. Small Group Communication The trans active process of cheating meaning
among 3 to 15 people who share a common purpose feel a sense of belonging to the group, and exert influence on one
another.

Four Principles of Interpersonal Communication These principles underlie the workings in real life of
interpersonal communication. They are basic to communication. The very attempt not to communicate
communicates something. Through not only words, but through tone of voice and through gesture, posture,
facial expression, etc. Through these channels, we constantly receive communication from others. Even when
you sleep, you communicate. Remember a basic principle of communication in general: Another way to put
this is: The effect must inevitably remain. A Russian proverb says, "Once a word goes out of your mouth, you
can never swallow it again. Because of the number of variables involved, even simple requests are extremely
complex. Theorists note that whenever we communicate there are really at least six "people" involved: This
also complicates communication. Words symbols do not have inherent meaning; we simply use them in
certain ways, and no two people use the same word exactly alike. If communication can fail, it will. If a
message can be understood in different ways, it will be understood in just that way which does the most harm.
There is always somebody who knows better than you what you meant by your message. The more
communication there is, the more difficult it is for communication to succeed. These tongue-in-cheek maxims
are not real principles; they simply humorously remind us of the difficulty of accurate communication.
Interpersonal communication is contextual In other words, communication does not happen in isolation.
Psychological context, which is who you are and what you bring to the interaction. Your needs, desires,
values, personality, etc. Relational context, which concerns your reactions to the other person--the "mix. An
interaction that takes place in a classroom will be very different from one that takes place in a bar.
Environmental context deals with the physical "where" you are communicating. Furniture, location, noise
level, temperature, season, time of day, all are examples of factors in the environmental context. Cultural
context includes all the learned behaviors and rules that affect the interaction. If you come from a culture
foreign or within your own country where it is considered rude to make long, direct eye contact, you will out
of politeness avoid eye contact. If the other person comes from a culture where long, direct eye contact signals
trustworthiness, then we have in the cultural context a basis for misunderstanding.
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principles of communication Communication is a two-way process of giving and receiving information through any
number of channels. Whether one is speaking informally to a colleague, addressing a conference or meeting, writing a
newsletter article or formal report, the following basic principles apply.

Understand the features and advantages of written communication. Understand the features of nonverbal
communication and how it interacts with verbal and written communications. Communication can be
categorized into three basic types: Each has its own advantages, disadvantages, and even pitfalls. Verbal
Communication Verbal communications in business take place over the phone or in person. The medium of
the Message is oral. This time, the Message is being conveyed from the Sender the Manager to the Receiver an
employee named Bill by telephone. Manager speaking on the phone: Could you place an order for 1, printer
toner cartridges with Jones Computer Supplies? Each step consists of a specific task, time frame, quantity, or
goal. This is the Feedback portion of the communication, and verbal communication has the advantage of
offering opportunities for immediate feedback. Feedback also helps the manager to tell whether she has
communicated the Message correctly. Storytelling Storytelling has been shown to be an effective form of
verbal communication; it serves an important organizational function by helping to construct common
meanings for individuals within the organization. Stories can help clarify key values and help demonstrate
how things are done within an organization, and story frequency, strength, and tone are related to higher
organizational commitment. Short stories at work: Storytelling as an indicator of organizational commitment.
The quality of the stories entrepreneurs tell is related to their ability to secure capital for their firms. Do the
stories they tell get them the money they need? The role of entrepreneurial narratives in resource acquisition.
Academy of Management Journal, 50, â€” Crucial Conversations While the process may be the same,
high-stakes communications require more planning, reflection, and skill than normal day-to-day interactions at
work. Examples of high-stakes communication events include asking for a raise or presenting a business plan
to a venture capitalist. In addition to these events, there are also many times in our professional lives when we
have crucial conversations Discussions where the stakes are high, opinions vary, and emotions run strong.
Tools for talking when stakes are high. In addition, be aware of your communication style and practice
flexibility; it is under stressful situations that communication styles can become the most rigid. Written
Communication In contrast to verbal communications, written business communications are printed messages.
Examples of written communications include memos, proposals, e-mails, letters, training manuals, and
operating policies. They may be printed on paper, handwritten, or appear on the screen. Normally, a verbal
communication takes place in real time. Written communication, by contrast, can be constructed over a longer
period of time. Written communication is often asynchronous occurring at different times. That is, the Sender
can write a Message that the Receiver can read at any time, unlike a conversation that is carried on in real
time. A written communication can also be read by many people such as all employees in a department or all
customers. There are exceptions, of course: Conference calls and speeches are oral one-to-many
communications, and e-mails may have only one recipient or many. Tell it like it is: Essential communication
skills for engineers. Industrial Engineer, 39, 44â€” Luckily, it is possible to learn to write clearly. Here are
some tips on writing well. Leaders who can communicate simply and clearly project a stronger image than
those who write a lot but say nothing. Nonverbal Communication What you say is a vital part of any
communication. Research shows that nonverbal cues can also affect whether you get a job offer. Judges
examining videotapes of actual applicants were able to assess the social skills of job candidates with the sound
turned off. They watched the rate of gesturing, time spent talking, and formality of dress to determine which
candidates would be the most successful socially on the job. Nonverbal cues in the employment interview:
Links between applicant qualities and interviewer judgments. Journal of Applied Psychology, 70, â€” For this
reason, it is important to consider how we appear in business as well as what we say. The muscles of our faces
convey our emotions. We can send a silent message without saying a word. A change in facial expression can
change our emotional state. Before an interview, for example, if we focus on feeling confident, our face will
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convey that confidence to an interviewer. Research shows that when individuals are lying, they are more likely
to blink more frequently, shift their weight, and shrug. Multichannel integrations of nonverbal behavior. Listen
Up and Learn More! To learn more about facial language from facial recognition expert Patrician McCarthy as
she speaks with Senior Editor Suzanne Woolley at Business Week, view the online interview at http: Another
element of nonverbal communication is tone. A different tone can change the perceived meaning of a
message. If we simply read these words without the added emphasis, we would be left to wonder, but the
emphasis shows us how the tone conveys a great deal of information. Placement of the emphasis I did not tell
John you were late. Someone else told John you were late. I did not tell John you were late. This did not
happen. I may have implied it. I was talking about someone else. I told him you still are late. I told him you
were attending another meeting. Changing your tone can dramatically change your meaning. Based on ideas in
Kiely, M. At one bank, the bank officer is dressed neatly. She looks you in the eye when she speaks. Her tone
is friendly. Her words are easy to understand, yet she sounds professional. He looks over your head and down
at his desk as he speaks. He shifts in his seat and fidgets with his hands. Which bank would you choose? Body
Language A simple rule of thumb is that simplicity, directness, and warmth convey sincerity. And sincerity is
key to effective communication. A firm handshake, given with a warm, dry hand, is a great way to establish
trust. A weak, clammy handshake conveys a lack of trustworthiness. A direct smile conveys confidence. Eye
Contact In business, the style and duration of eye contact considered appropriate vary greatly across cultures.
In the United States, looking someone in the eye for about a second is considered a sign of trustworthiness.
Facial Expressions The human face can produce thousands of different expressions. These expressions have
been decoded by experts as corresponding to hundreds of different emotional states. The facial action coding
system FACS. Retrieved July 2, , from http: Our faces convey basic information to the outside world.
Happiness is associated with an upturned mouth and slightly closed eyes; fear with an open mouth and
wide-eyed stare. The effect of facial expressions in conversation is instantaneous. Posture The position of our
body relative to a chair or another person is another powerful silent messenger that conveys interest, aloofness,
professionalismâ€”or lack thereof. Head up, back straight but not rigid implies an upright character. Touch
The meaning of a simple touch differs between individuals, genders, and cultures. In Mexico, when doing
business, men may find themselves being grasped on the arm by another man. To pull away is seen as rude.
Americans, as we have noted, place great value in a firm handshake. Space Anthropologist Edward T. Hall
coined the term proxemics to denote the different kinds of distance that occur between people.
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Basic Principles of Effective Communication Many definitions describe communication as a transfer of information,
thoughts or ideas to create shared understanding between a sender and a receiver. The information may be written or
spoken, professional or social, personal or impersonal to name a few possibilities.

Getting pressure on the player with the ball is vital if the rest of the team is to carry out their defensive
responsibilities. There are three key principles to successful 1 vs. Defender has three priorities: Contain the
attacker- Deny space to turn or pass in a penetrating manner. As a rule you should slow down about 5 yards
from the attacker and gradually take away the remaining space in a controlled defensive position. You want to
be in a position that the attacker feels uncomfortable, and if he makes a mistake you can win the ball. You cut
off forward passing lanes, making play more predictable for your supporting defenders. If you approach the
attacker quickly and under control, taking away his space, you will shift the initiative to the attacker. Most
attacking chances are created through poor and impatient defending. In a worst case scenario you can
eliminate their ability to play forward. Common Mistakes in Young Defenders Failure to get touch tight.
Concede too many options to the attacker shots, penetrating passes, etc. Failure to show patience. Try to win
the ball too often and too early. Defenders need to learn to control their momentum. Let the attacker make a
mistake and then pounce. Young players drop their heads on loss of possession and leave their teammates
prone to the counter-attack. As you can see the role of the first defender is vital to the success of team
defending. If we do a poor job in applying pressure to the ball and taking away the attackers options the whole
defensive system will suffer. It is very important that we spend time teaching each player the principles of
individual defending. Pressure and Cover The 2v2 situation is the smallest form of teamwork in the game of
soccer, but remains one of the most important situations for a player to master no matter what their level of
play. A coach must recognize that defensive success is first and foremost based on quality 1 vs. Assuming that
proper pressure to the ball is exhibited, now the role, responsibilities and positioning of the 2nd defender
becomes important. Considerations for the 2nd defender: The 2nd defender must communicate with the player
pressuring the ball the 1st defender. Simple and concise instruction is vital! Force right, Force left, Contain are
all good examples of communication from the 2nd defender. The distance between the 1st and 2nd defender is
of the utmost importance. He should never position himself in a way that the 1st attacker can beat both the 1st
and 2nd defender in the same movement. However the 2nd defender must not be too far away from the 1st
defender. This will leave the 1st defender isolated and actually create a 1v1 situation. The 1st and 2nd
defenders must be prepared to reverse roles regularly when the ball is passed. The roles and understanding of
the 1st and 2nd defenders responsibilities can only become cohesive through repetition. The best way to
provide these opportunities is through small sided games where players are constantly confronted with
opportunities to be the 1st defender pressuring and 2nd defender covering. I have chosen to keep the visuals in
a 2v2 setting to simplify the concepts, but the same principles apply all the way up to the 11 v11 game.
Incorrect positioning of the 2nd defender: In the picture right you see a common mistake made by the 2nd
defender. When the 2nd defender gets too tight to the 2nd attacker supporting the 1st attacker he provides no
cover to the 1st defender. This creates a 1v1 situation which is a favorable situation for the attacking team.
Proper positioning of the 2nd defender: In the picture right you see a much better positioning of the 2nd
defender. Changing of defensive roles: As stated previously, the 1st and 2nd defenders must be prepared to
reverse roles when the ball is passed. The key to this situation is that the defenders change roles as the ball is
traveling. As the 1st attacker passes the ball to the 2nd attacker, the 2nd defender must quickly close the space
on the player receiving the ball eliminating the option to penetrate. New proper defensive positions pictured
below. As you can see the cooperation between the 1st defender and 2nd defender is vital to the success of
team defending. It is very important that we spend time teaching each player the principles of both individual
defending and small group defending. The 2v2 confrontation offers players to learn the most basic concepts of
teamwork with continuous opportunities to experience the roles of both the 1st and 2nd defender. Once players
are comfortable recognizing proper positioning in this format a coach should progress to 3v3 or 4v4 games
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where the same principles apply, but may be more difficult for the players to recognize. It can be helpful to
apply the offside rule when teaching defensive concepts. This will prevent the defender from unnecessarily
chasing an attacker when he runs into a deep offside position.
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The principles to effective communication are process, content and context. This process is complex and nuanced
involving items such as a sender, receiver, a message, channel and finally feedback.

Achieve credibility with your audience. Follow through on what you say. Communicate a little at a time.
Present information in several ways. Develop a practical, useful way to get feedback. Use multiple
communication techniques. One of the major barriers to communication is our own ideas and opinions. A
message is whispered around from person to person. Some of these factors are: To deal persuasively with
decision makers, it is necessary to know and understand their interests and opinions. The following questions
are helpful in organizing technology transfer efforts: Who are the key people to persuade? Who will make the
decisions about innovation and change? Are they neutral, friendly, hostile or apathetic? What is the most
appropriate way to approach the decision maker? What are the work styles of the decision makers? Are they
highly formal people who want everything in writing and all appointments scheduled in advance? Or are they
more flexible, responding favorably to personal telephone calls and informal meetings? What networks or
groups is the decision maker a part of? What programs or services will the new innovation improve? What
programs or services will the new innovation cause problems with? How will the innovation or change benefit
the decision maker? Principles of Effective Persuasion Whether making a formal presentation at a meeting or
writing a report or fact sheet, the following principles hold. Do not oversell or overstate your case. Make
effective use of understatement. Outline the topic you are trying to cover into two parts. The first part should
give broad background information, while the second part provides a detailed summary. Persuasion depends
on clarity and simplicity. Avoid the use of jargon and buzz words. Be prepared to back up claims or facts
immediately. Incorporate major anticipated objections into your program or presentation. Address all relevant
aspects of a topic, especially those that may affect the functioning of an organization. Use graphics and
audiovisuals appropriately. Consider ways to get meaningful input from people. Find out what they think
about the innovation or change. To them, conceiving the idea is enough. This combines with their inner
conviction that their idea will "sell itself. Ideas Need Selling Someone must recognize when an idea is good. It
is important that when an idea is good it is sold to those who can act on it--those who have the power to
evaluate and adopt it. Understanding users is an important activity for any change agent. People must be
convinced that a particular idea or innovation has enough merit to warrant adoption. Selling Ideas Takes Effort
Selling innovations requires preparation, initiative, patience, and resourcefulness. It may take more effort than
originating the idea. In an age of technical complexity and information overload, new ideas seldom stand out.
Information on new ideas must be targeted to the appropriate users and relate to their needs and motivations.
Once is Not Enough A new idea has to be suggested many times before it will "catch on. Some ideas take
years to catch on. However, first exposures are crucial to future prospects. Do it right the first time Feedback
Listening Getting and giving feedback is one of the most crucial parts of good communication. Like any other
activity, there are specific skills that can enhance feedback. Listening is a key part of getting feedback: Listen
to the Complete Message. This is especially important when listening to a topic that provokes strong opinions
or radically different points-of-view. Learn not to get too excited about a communication until you are certain
of the message. Work at Listening Skills. Listening is hard work. Good listeners demonstrate interest and
alertness. Most good listeners provide speakers with clear and unambiguous feedback. Judge the Content, Not
the Form of the Message. Direct your attention to the message--what is being said--and away from the
distracting elements. Weigh Emotionally Charged Language. Emotionally charged language often stands in
the way of effective listening. Filter out "red flag" words like "liberal" and "conservative," for instance and the
emotions they call up. Specific suggestions for dealing with emotionally charged words include Take time to
identify those words that affect you emotionally. Attempt to analyze why the words affect you the way they
do. Work at trying to reduce the impact of these words on you. Physical distractions and complications
seriously impair listening. These distractions may take many forms: Good listeners speak up if the room is too
warm, too noisy, or too dark. There are also internal distractions: Think Efficiently and Critically. On the
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average, we speak at a rate of to words per minute. However, we think at a much faster rate, anywhere from to
words per minute. What do we do with this excess thinking time while listening to someone speak? One
technique is to apply this spare time to analyzing what is being said. They critically review the material by
asking the following kinds of questions: Evidence What assumptions are being made by the speaker and the
listener? Assumptions How does this information affect me? Effect Can this material be organized more
efficiently? Structure Are there examples that would better illustrate what is being said? Example What are the
main points of the message? Summary Sending Messages Messages should be clear and accurate, and sent in a
way that encourages retention, not rejection. For example, instead of calling a colleague inefficient, specify
your complaint: Description tells what happened. Judgment evaluates what happened. If feedback is specific,
the receiver knows what activity to continue or change. Give the amount of information the receiver can use
and focus feedback on activities the receiver has control over. If the information is important enough to send,
make sure the person understands it. What did you understand me to say? One way to do this is to ask yourself
the following questions. What is the purpose of your message? Do you plan to tell them something new? Do
you plan to change their view? What facts must be presented to achieve your desired effect? What action, if
any, do you expect decision makers to take? What general ideas, opinions and conclusions must be stressed?
Are you thoroughly familiar with all the important information on the innovation? What resources and
constraints affect adoption of the innovation? How much time is available?
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